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Exploring the space between the written version and the oral account of issues 
to be resolved, such as the looting of an indigenous cemetery, the disappearance 
of a musical film or the origin of a self-published spy novel; i fabricate talking 
objects, performances that break down stories and videos where texts and 
gestures perform other ways of making the forgotten, appear. Located between 
the language and the object, the body is a potential memory container and 
transfer agent of these stories. In recent projects, I research how clay can be 
considered a documentary form thinking gestures and temporal layers explored 
through performance.



Repertorio
Clay objects / Video (6 minutes)

Installation
2018

A set of objects made in uncooked clay that are used as a score of latent gestures. Imagined uses and functions are performed by other hands that try to 
make sense of them. A repertoire of movements located outside of language is performed. Then they are broken on purpose and then reparated in different 
ways. New objects emerge from the ruin of the old ones. These new forms are named with colombian expressions used to call objects whose names are not 
remembered: cosiaca, zambumbe, pispirispi, currutaco, cuchufli, cosianfirulo.



Set of uncooked clay objects 



Stills of the video - People activating the objects



Cuchuflí          -         Cosiaca        -        Pispirispi     
Repaired and named objects installed on the exhibition space.



«In Repertorio Monica Restrepo acts as a history teller to narrate without words the history of a lost and ruined language, 
a language built by objects that inspired gestures and generated open ceremonies of communication. When using them now, 
touching them, swapping them, we are creating new alliances between bodies beyond inherited codes.»      Rafa Barber - curator. 



Installation.
 «Locate outside the sign»  Scan Project Rooom Solo exhibition with Mauro Vallejo curated by Rafa Barber.

London, 2018.



De mala gana 

The project starts with a question about how clay can be used as a form of documentation. An idea that I began to explore researching 
the gesture of excavation and looting of a pre-Hispanic indigenous cemetery that took place in 1992 in an hacienda in the Cauca Valley in 
Colombia. To propose a series of performative pieces based on a text that is constantly rewritten to tell the story of this looting, through 
different gestures.



Archival image from the local paper El Pais, January 1993, Cali - Colombia.

Image of the sugar cane field after the looting. The image was taken from the exhibition catalogue: «Los tesoros 
de los señores de Malagana» an exhibit made in 1996 featuring all the gold objects obtained by the Museo del Oro 
and independent collectors. Ed. Museo del Oro, Bogotá - Colombia.



 De malagana - Installation view - Museo La Tertulia - Colombia



«They say there are nuns stuck in deep holes with water up to their knees digging through the mud. Stationed backhoes 
to loan for 25,000 pesos the hour. Armored trucks parked. Official cars parked. Street vendors selling water, sodas, chips 
and boiled eggs. The sun is burning and at least some people brought big umbrellas or tents to rest and eat something 
before continuing the search. The land is literally made of water-filled craters. It is dangerous to dig sideways because 
the land can give in and fall on the diggers. They say that some people were killed like this, buried, reckless, because of 
the gold rush. It was on a sugar cane field ready to by planted, that belongs to an Hacienda called  Malagana, where it all 
started. (...)
How to use clay as a form of documentation, without petrifying it into an image unaware of the surpassing disaster? 
How to recognize that tradition is withdrawn and therefore representation is not possible? In Malagana remained lots 
of footprints and holes filled with water like a lunar landscape. Then, when they had taken all the gold figures, objects 
in other precious metals, quartz, ceramics and other objects of value (capital); Palmira municipality or the owners of the 
property, nobody knows, sent a backhoe to flatten the ground. Again, the field was flat. Again, like another sugarcane field 
ready to be planted. Silenced. Clean of any trace. A little messier, more illegible, less accessible to scientists, archeologists 
or eventual trackers of the surpassing disaster. Reluctantly, someone has left it in good conditions.»

De malagana 
Text excerpt

(printed version)
2015

Excerpt of the first version of the text that was presented together with a first performance that consisted in throwing 100 kilos of clay on the wall, alluding 
to the soil that was removed during the looting and later flattened to hide the evidence.





70 kilos of clay / Ceramic Object / Printed text 
Performance

Installation view - «Surface Matters» Exhibition - Glassbox Espace d’art - curated by Veronica Valentini -  Paris, 2016.



(...)
Layers and layers of churned soil

amounts of broken ceramics,
disordered bones,
unkwown tombs,
muted for ever

between the tracks of the gold 
hunters.

It is the story of a gesture that 
remembers another:

an hazardous encounter,
the apropiation of a piece of land

by self-proclaimed owners,
the extraction of resources

that are then selled to the best 
buyer.

One part to the bank
another to the nation

and others to the foreign
(...)

Fragment of the second rewrite of the text. In the performance, i recite verses from the text and throw into the wall handfuls of clay alternately, creating 
a rythm between the voice and the sound of the clay hitting the wall. Through the repetitive gesture of throwing and talking, I reconstruct the story of a 
gesture that recalls another: the gesture of looting.



Images from the performance - Photo credits: Glassbox and E.M.M.A



Ceramic object made from the 
photograph of a mortuary mask 
found in the looting and acquired 
by the Museo del Oro - Bogotá. This 
photo appeared in the exhibition 
catalogue: «Los tesoros de los señores 
de Malagana» an exhibit made in 
1996 featuring all the gold objects 
obtained by the Museo del Oro and 
independent collectors. Ed. Museo del 
Oro, Bogotá - Colombia.



The third re-edition of the text is performed in a 3 x 3 meters space, 2 cms deep, made with fresh clay. There is a set of objects also in clay, some allready 
cooked, others not. This clay floor refers to the place where the encounter and subsequent looting of the indigenous cemetery took place. It also functions 
as a writing surface.
To excavate, to modify this surface as if to rewrite the text that was already written or the story that was already told. Rewrite it as an attempt to look more 
deeply at what exactly happened. To excavate is then to look again, look at the ground, observe it carefully and decompose it. 

 Clay / Ceramic Objects / Printed matter 
Performance

Installation view - Presented during the residency at E.M.M.A and Bar Project in Fabra i Coats - Barcelona, 2016



The way you can write/dig on this surface involves not only the feet but other parts of 
the body and other actions besides walking: lying down, sitting, crawling, kneeling, 
falling and using knees, hands, elbows, head, feet, fingers and different utensils, in 
addition to the clay itself as a writing tool.



TURN ARROUND THE CLAY FLOOR
LAY DOWN ON ONE SIDE

« I see the Cauca valley in Colombia
i see a sugar cane field

i see an hacienda called Malagana
i see a worker in the hacienda, in a backhoe, flatenning a piece of land»
SIT ON THE FLOOR AND FLAT THE CLAY WITH HAND

«I see how he flattens the soil
i see how he stops because he sees something shinning

i see how he goes an picks up a shinny thing
i see is a golden object»

TAKE CLAY WITH HAND
«I see he unearths more stuff and leaves

i see the gossip spreading through villages and neighbouring cities
i see people coming from everywhere in Colombia

 and foreigners too»
DO BALLS AND SPREAD THEM 

« I see all kinds of people,
from public officers to children

from nuns to well off ladies to treasure hunters 
i see how people gets hold on the things they find

i see how they start selling it on the spot
i see briefcases with dollar bills that are exchanged

i see a new world of busisness developing:
i see people that dig, people that expropiate and people that sell»

MAKE HOLES WITH HAND AROUND MY BODY
«I see four months between the actual discovery and the first news published on the press

i see how people reads the press and says there is two kinds of people
the good people, the collectors, archeologists, scientists

and the looters, tomb robbers, thieves, mobsters »
MAKE HOLES UNDER MY BODY

Fragment of the third rewrite of the text that for this 
performance takes the form of a script.



Images of the performance, Photo credits Eva Carasol - E.M.M.A and Bar Project.





Historia de una trama
Project in two chapters based on an unknown spy novel: «Posthumous memories of Agente Ramírez, official of the D.A.S. collected and 
scored by his worst enemy, Elmer Sánchez ». Written in the mid-1970s, this self-published novel by Roberto Araújo demonstrates the 
repressive policy against the left in Colombia in the middle of the Cold War through its protagonist Agent Ramírez, a spy at the service 
of the Administrative Department of Security of Colombia (D.A.S).





In Historia de una trama (Agente Ramírez) we see an actor, a woman who reads the novel and a film crew staging the agent’s daily routine until they 
reach the old D.A.S building located in the center of the city. Manuel Hernández, writer and personal friend of the deceased author, receives them there. 
Hernández, a resident of the building since it was turned into a residential complex in the 90’s, assumes the voice of Ramírez’s boss until the reader, turned 
into an interviewer, makes him tell the story of the author and the feared building.
Lenght: 35:30 min- 2019.                                                                                                                                                                  



Historia de una trama (Los Espías) It is a lecture-performance where I give an account of what was found during the research of the project. When tracing 
the political and literary relations between the agent Ramírez, Roberto Araújo, his family and the group of writers that surrounded him, I reveal an ideological 
framework much more complex than it seems. As the account advances, poets become informants, spies become poets, cultural agents become international 
agents and the public becomes complicit.
Duration: 30 minutes - 2014.





 Flor o florero - Installation view - Jenny Vilá Gallery - Colombia



Flight attendant :

Excuse me ladies and gentlemen ¿ flower o vase?
  

Economatopoeic:

 quantity ... quality ... quantity ... quaquality ... 
waste ... decoration ...  wawaste ... decorationionion ... 

form ... content ... fofofoform ...  cocontentententent ... waste ... quality ... 
quantity ... decorationionion ...

waste ... quality ... con ... content
quality ...  content ... decoration

con ... content

The nostalgic poet:

an emptied form resonates
wasting and decorating at the same time

a tomb that left a message
where there used to be a talking witch

that also made objects talk
and had a wet parrot on her shoulder

that used to look arround

 The whisperer:

pssst... pssst... psst... psst!

Paranoid:

Did you loose something sir?
No ...? Are you sure ...?It looks like you did, sorry...

Have you made a choise yet? We are waiting...



Installation views- Solo show -Jenny Vilá gallery - Photo credits: David Álvarez.

Flor o florero
12 engobed ceramic vases / Sound system / Text

Installation
2016



Lady, Flight attendant, The reproductive organ, The nostalgic poet, Economatopoeic, Paranoid, and the Whisperer speak among themselves about fullness and 
void, function and death while they are exhibited. Sometimes they talk to the audience asking questions or whispering. Sometimes they enact ghosts who 
speak from distant tombs. And sometimes they look like the left-overs of a flower shop with no flowers.
Taking the  figure of the vase as a document and container of potential stories, these vases, all different, invoke the uses and misuses that this object has had 
through time.





Kirilim bam bam
Cement tile yellow and white -  6 x 5 meters

Installation
2017

The city of Cali is considered an open-air museum of salsa dancing. A musical genre that has been preserved in the bodies, streets and nightclubs of the city 
since the 1960s. Between scenography and museographic furniture for immaterial practices, a floor of white and yellow tiles, which reproduces the one that 
«is whiped» in the discotheques; forms a transitable space where the body of the visitors, can reproduce the repertoire of movements learned on the dance 
floor. The body memory brings some melodies to the mind and although the salsa dancers do not know all the songs, some choruses may remain engraved 
in the head ... bam bam kirilim bam bam.

Installation view ,  Museo La Tertulia, Cali - 2017.





«Somewhere between a documentary film, a dubbing workshop and a re-enactment, Tacones (in the making) recreates 
scenes from a lost film with a soundtrack that does not match. In this performance recorded in 2014, a group of the artist’s 
friends and collaborators read out aloud a series of dialogues from a musical film produced in Colombia, intermingled with 
testimonies from the actors, technicians and salsa instructors that participated in the shooting. In a picturesque adaptation 
of West Side Story, Pascual Guerrero’s film Tacones (1981) chronicled a rather unlikely confrontation between gangs of 
salseros and disco club-goers in the streets of Cali. The film sought to capitalise on the international boom of salsa as a 
trademark of Colombian identity, but ended up in commercial failure and disappeared without a trace. The critics laughed 
at its naive attitude and self-exoticising portrayal of racial, sexual and class conflicts in Colombia, while the audience felt 
alienated by the Mexican dubbing. Deliberately anachronistic, Restrepo’s remake is a ventriloqual tour de force: there is a 
confusion of times, voices and contradictory accounts, in which identity - to use Stuart Hall’s elegant expression- reveals 
itself as an ever-unfinished conversation.»  

Tacones (in the making)
Video  / Publication

2014

Text by Sabel Gavaldón (curator) 
Exhibition catalogue: M-Other Tongue , Tenderpixel Gallery - London, 2015

Trailer  :https://vimeo.com/83527607







Estatuas (Ella volverá en cualquier momento)
18 engobed ceramics scuptures / Screened text 

Installation
2012-2014

Installation view ,  Jenny Vilá Gallery - Cali, 2014





« - I made myself from appearances. Of what i could be, what i could appear to be. 
From what i saw on magazines. Then i’ve got married and my ambition shaped our 
future as a couple and as leaders of my country. I would say i succeeded in many 
different ways.
- I preferred to do the magazines, that got me out of the frustration of not being able 
to do what I really wanted, to be an actress.
- I liked what you said about the ruins. From the ruins, I emerged.  Although it all 
was a simple mental construction, my story reflected not only my -possible- history, 
but that of my people. So I could make visible lots of things. And what’s wrong with 
that?
- Then I am a representation of myself and many more, which are invisible.

Excerpts of the text screened on the wall

- Like here and now ...
- Mmm ... I do not think so, because here there are only objects.
- It would be different if someone carried one of them.

(puts one on her head)

- Like this ?
- Yes, like that.
- I am a woman and a representation of a woman and a woman that looks at herself 
being looked at and ...

- Ruins and images of magazines accumulated on tables at the hairdressing salon 
are similar.
- Why? Because they freeze the past?
- Because their mere presence denotes an absence.
- Have you seen how the images lose their colors with the sun?
- Yes! Thats how they become ghosts. Right?



Set of 18 ceramic sculptures that depict the hairstyles of six different 
women who never changed their hairstyle and who, during the 20th 
century -in an eminently masculine public sphere- built a voice and a 
position in political and cultural institutions in different countries of the 
world. This collection of sculptures is installed in different spaces that 
denote offices, waiting rooms or living rooms, where it would seem that 
they are gathered, talking. Based on their personal stories and a series 
of reflections on female representation; an imagined dialogue between 
these talking hairstyles, is screened inside the installation.

Detail of the sculptures:
Names of the women and hairstyles

Victoria Ocampo, Bob, 1930.
Simone de Beauvoir, Victory rolls, 1940.

Marta Traba, Bob, 1950.
Imelda Marcos, Bouffant, 1960.

Angela Davis, Afro, 1970.
Rigoberta Menchú, Tocayal, 1990.



Estudios sobre la tierra is a series of works based on 
voice and writing that research the narratives imposed 
on the notion of land, taking as objects of study real and 
imagined documents from Colombia.
Here I present a selection of three:



Estudios sobre la tierra #3 :  Presentación 
Performance  - 30 minutes
2013
Interrupting each other constantly, two voices confront their versions of the same story: A voice comes 
from the screening of the governmet propaganda  «The Home Garden» produced in 1947 by the Colombian 
conservative state and narrated by the first lady of the nation. The other comes from a live reading of 
fragments from the fourth chapter of Alfredo Molano’s «The Years of the Fight», based on the testimony of 
Ana Julia, a peasant woman who since 1947 had to escape from her village with her family like many other 
liberal peasants, due to the political persecution supported by the state.

Estudios sobre la tierra #5 :  Tesis
Text
2014
Thesis is the index of a ficticious master’s thesis based on the critical study of how the landscape 
has been read in Colombian art history. Taking as a starting point the deconstruction of the 
modern and contemporary narratives that have shaped the discourse on landscape in Colombian 
art, this thesis promises to unveil the ideological bias behind its apparent apolitical convention, 
proposing new categories of landscape construction through of the act of digging.

Estudios sobre la tierra #6 :  Bibliografía
Manufactured books and documents
2016  
Commissioned by the Museo de Antioquia

Bibliography is composed of 16 documents: books, photocopies and 
other materials that question the voices and images of those who 
have remained outside the classical representation of landscape in 
Colombian art history.
Fabricating the paratext of a series of fictional documents belonging to 
the past, the present and the future, these documents imagine other 
stories and other discourses that have not yet entered into the official 
realm of representation of the land in Colombia.



Estudios sobre la tierra #3 :  Presentación as performed in «Testigo de Oídas»  Exhibition - Museo la Tertulia, Cali - 2014



Land Studies: 
Against landscape in contemporary colombian art: From representation to 

excavation in the art of the Cauca Valley
2012 - 2014

Introduction

Landscape as a recurrent theme in colombian art .......... Pg 5

Chapter 1
Hegemonic narratives on landscape in colombian art history ......Pg 9 -30

1. Consolidation of landscape as a subject matter in the new republic.
2. Discovering territory, covering the land: From Francisco Antonio Cano to 
Dolcey Vergara.
3. Variations on landscape in modern critique: From the invention of the 
Savannah School - Bogotá to The Trade Union - Barranquilla.
4. Variations on landscape in contemporary critique: Caressing tradition: 
Persistent influences in colombian young art.

Chapter 2
Knocking down the fences: towards a re-interpretation of the notion of 

landscape....Pg 32 - 63

1. Private property and landscape: The invention of private property painting.
2. Democratization of the art of landscape: Parks, public health resorts and the 
city.
3. Contemplation in crisis: The act of looking from the capital, looking from the 
region and looking from the countryside.
4. Doing phenomenology from a window in Bogotá.
5. Conclusions.

Excerp from the text 
Estudios sobre la tierra #5 :  Tesis
This work has been presented as a 
powerpoint presentation and as a 

printed matter.



Estudios sobre la tierra #6 :  Bibliografía  Manufactured books and documents. 
Installation views at Historias para Re-pensar Exhibition. Permanent collection - Museo 
de Antioquia, Medellín - Colombia.



Mónica Restrepo (1982) lives and works in Cali - Colombia. Studied 
at the Departmental Institute of Fine Arts in Cali and did the 
Post-graduate program of the National Superior School of Fine 
Arts of Lyon. Has been an artist in residence in Triangle France 
(Marseille); the Home Workspace Program of Ashkal Alwan (Beirut) 
and Bar Project-E.M.M.A (Barcelona). Has collaborated with the 
Postgraduate program “Art et document” of the E.E.S.I School in 
France. Currently teaches at the Departmental Institute of Fine 
Arts in Cali. Her work has been exhibited in contemporary art 
spaces in Colombia, England, France, Spain and Brazil.  

Contact:

Jenny Vilá Gallery
Avenida. 4a. Oeste No. 1 – 51

Tel.  (572) 892 1263
galeria@jennyvila.com

www.jennyvila.com
Cali - Colombia

Avenida 8 norte # 25 N- 119 Apto 4
Tel: 572 - 3007047800

monicarestrepoherrera@gmail.com
monicarestrepoherrera.info

Cali - Colombia.
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